We are slowly but surely returning back to our normal lives; back to our fun-filled, action
packed lives! I hope, during lockdown, you have been staying active as best you can, in and
around your homes and gardens.
I know there have been lots of helpful, fitness videos online, for you to watch, and due to
living in such a beautiful place, surrounded by amazing beaches and countryside, we have
lots of lovely walks to enjoy too.
At school, we would normally be having Sports Day; enjoying ourselves on the field in the
sunshine, so I would like us to have a Sports Day Special at home!
This project is based on having lots of sporty fun!
I have included some options for you to choose from; you can do them all if you wish! You
can complete Seasonal Sports, Olympics 2020 and/or Animal Agility.
Please feel free to send me any pictures of videos, of you taking part, to
elocker.airyhill@yeat.co.uk
Seasonal Sports:
These activities will be based around the four seasons, in each year.
Spring; Leaping Lambs! How far can you leap? How far can you jump? Can you leap over
something? How far can you jump while keeping your feet together? How high can you jump?
Try to measure your achievements.
Summer; Sand Castles! On your own, or with your siblings,
try balancing in different ways. Can you make different
sand castles with your body?
Autumn; Collecting Nuts! Using baskets/boxes/hoops try to transfer
as many objects, as you can, from one place to another. Can you beat your sibling? Can you
beat your own time?
Winter; Dodge’snow’ball! Using rolled up socks (white if you’ve got them), play dodgeball,
hitting people below the waist to gain points!

Olympics 2020:
These activities will be based around some of the events in the Olympics, hopefully ones that are
manageable, at home.
Long Jump; How far can you jump? Can you get further if you swing your arms? Who can
jump the furthest?
High Jump; How high can you jump? Can you jump higher if you bend your knees? Who can
jump the highest?
Throwing; How far can you throw a ball? Can you throw it further if you take a run up? Who
can throw the furthest?
Sprints; Mark out a distance, not too far, and see how fast you can run from the start to finish.
If your garden isn’t big enough, why not travel to a field near by?
Distance; Pick a place you love to walk, can you run it? Can you run along the sea wall, past
all of the colourful beach huts? Can you run two laps of a field, near your house?

Animal Agility:
These activities will be based around animals and what sorts of things those animals can do, maybe
you can copy.
Flamingo; they do lots of standing still. Can you balance on one leg? How long can you balance
for? Can you switch legs? Can you balance on one leg with a cushion on your head?!
Cat; they do lots of balancing while moving. Can you balance and walk along a single line? Can
you climb a tree?
Horse; they do lots of running. How far can you run? How fast can you run? Can you run while
leaping over something?
Gazelle; they do lots of jumping. Can you jump from one place to another? How long can you
make your jumps? How high can you make your jumps? How fast can you jump?
Crab; Can you perform the crab balance? Can you move while holding this balance? Try moving
forwards and backwards. Can you even walk sideways like a crab?!

